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decision: whether to support or oppose the
development of lethal autonomous weapons
Abstract Computer simulations are an exciting tool that plays important roles in
systems (LAWS).
many scientific disciplines. This has attracted the attention of a number of philosoTechnologies have reached a point at
phers of science. The main tenor in this literature is that computer simulations not
Abstract
which the deployment of such systems
is —
only constitute interesting and powerful new science, but that they also raise a host of
practically if not legally — feasible within
Intelligence on mass media audiences was founded on representative statistical samples, analysed
by statisticians
at thein this debate claim no less than that simnew philosophical
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years, not decades. The stakes are high:
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market
departments
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and submit that simulations demand a fundamentally new
revolution in warfare, after gunpowder
and
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personal media (e.g. laptops, smartphones, credit cards/swipe cards and radio-frequency
identification)
philosophy of science in many respects. The aim of this paper is to critically evaluate
nuclear arms.
build on large aggregates of information (Big Data) analysed by algorithms that transform
into
commodities.
thesedata
claims. Our
conclusion
will be sober. We argue that these claims are overblown
Autonomous weapons systems select and
and that simulations,
far from
demanding a new metaphysics, epistemology, semanWhile the former technologies were built on socio-economic variables such as age, gender,
ethnicity,
education,
engage targets without human interventics and methodology, raise few if any new philosophical problems. The philosophical
tion; they become lethal when those media
targets preferences (i.e. categories recognisable to media users and industry representatives alike),
Data
problemsBig
that do
come technologies
up in connection with simulations are not specific to simuinclude humans. LAWS might include, for
and most of them are variants of problems that have been discussed in other
consumer choice, geographical position, web movement, and behavioural informationlations
in technologically
complex
example, armed quadcopters that canregister
search
contexts before.
for and eliminate enemy combatants
in
a
ways that for most lay people are too abstract to appreciate
the
full
consequences
of.
The
data
mined
for
pattern
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city, but do not include cruise missiles or
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interpretation
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remotely piloted drones for which humans
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make all targeting decisions.
bottom of market decisions within media companies nevertheless introduces a ‘heuristics of1 Introduction
the algorithm’, where the
Existing AI and robotics components
in Media
Technologies,
ed. Tarleton
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Boczkowski,
data inevitably becomes translated into social categories. In forthcoming,
the paper we
argue
that although
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They just need to be combined. For exam1 Disciplines in which simulations are important include meteorology, nuclear physics, astrophysics,
ple, the technology already demonstrated
for
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Lightweight Autonomy (FLA) and Collaborative Operations in Denied Environment
Algorithms manage our interactions on social networking sites, highlighting the news of one
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representatives
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Abstract
Algorithms, or rather algorithmic actions, are seen as problematic because
they are inscrutable, automatic, and subsumed in the flow of daily practices.
Yet, they are also seen to be playing an important role in organizing
opportunities, enacting certain categories, and doing what David Lyon calls
‘‘social sorting.’’ Thus, there is a general concern that this increasingly
prevalent mode of ordering and organizing should be governed more
explicitly. Some have argued for more transparency and openness, others
have argued for more democratic or value-centered design of such actors.
In this article, we argue that governing practices—of, and through algorithmic actors—are best understood in terms of what Foucault calls
governmentality. Governmentality allows us to consider the performative
nature of these governing practices. Science,
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Abstract
Part of understanding the meaning and power of algorithms means asking
what new demands they might make of ethical frameworks, and how they
might be held accountable to ethical standards. I develop a definition of
networked information algorithms (NIAs) as assemblages of institutionally
situated code, practices, and norms with the power to create, sustain, and
signify relationships among people and data through minimally observable,
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Abstract
This paper explores how political theory may help us map algorithmic logics
against different visions of the political. Drawing on Chantal Mouffe’s the1. Algorithms have developed into somewhat of a modern myth. They “compet[
Keywords
ories of agonistic pluralism, this paper depicts algorithms in public life in ten
rooms” (Slavin 2011), “determine how a billion plus people get where they’re go
distinct scenes, in order to ask the question, what kinds of politics do they
2011),Algorithm,
“have already written
symphonies asFacebook,
moving as those composed
by Beeth
EdgeRank,
Foucault,
P
2012), “allow self-determined action on the Internet but also contain aspects of c
instantiate? Algorithms are working within highly contested online spaces of
action” (Institute for Media Archeology 2011), and “free us from sorting through
public discourse, such as YouTube and Facebook, where incompatible
irrelevant results” (Spring 2011). How do they do all this, and more? What exac
perspectives coexist. Yet algorithms are designed to produce clear ‘‘winalgorithms “doing,” and what are the implications? Can an algorithm “do” anyth
Ethics Inf Technol (2011) 13:251–260
what are “algorithms” anyway?
ners’’ from information contests, often with little visibility or accountability
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2. ThisOne
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functions
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seem the opposite of agonistic: much of the complexity of search, ranking,
research, policy, and practice. It does so through a series of provocations that aim
oneof the
visible.
subtitle
ofto challenge
Marshall
Mc
and recommendation algorithms is nonnegotiable and kept far from view,
coherence
algorithm As
as an the
analytic
category and
some of
the
characterize current debates. The goal of this piece is thus to stimulate discussio
inside an algorithmic ‘‘black box.’’ But what if we widen our perspective?
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are
‘extensions
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because
the
Is there critical
an ethics
algorithms?
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against
which the Governingof
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This paper suggests agonistic pluralism as both a design ideal for engineers
and how we can turn the “problem of algorithms” into an object of productive in
and a provocation to understand algorithms in a broader social context:
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design
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An A–Z of Algorithmic Harms
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Accountability: ‘It was the algorithm, not me!’
Competition: Centralisation of power
Control: Using data to make and sell models without permission
Dignity: Kafkaesque ‘computer says no’
Discrimination: Machines re-producing and reinforcing biases
Manipulation: Microtargeting, censorship and democratic effects
Oversight: Intransparency preventing scrutiny
Privacy: Inference of especially sensitive data
Safety: Critical systems (e.g. cars, security)
See generally Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale (2017) Slave to the Algorithm? Why a ‘Right to an Explanation’ is Probably Not
the Remedy You are Looking For. 16 Duke Law & Technology Review 18.
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An A–Z of Algorithmic Harms
General Data Protection Regulation
‣ Automated decisions, art 22
‣ Information rights, arts 12–15
‣ ‘Supercomplaintant’ system, art 80
‣ Lawful basis for processing, art 6
‣ Special category data, art 9
‣ Equality Act 2010 (UK)
‣ Draft ePrivacy Regulation
‣ Competition Law, Labour Law, Product Liability […]
‣

See generally Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale (2017) Slave to the Algorithm? Why a ‘Right to an Explanation’ is Probably Not
the Remedy You are Looking For. 16 Duke Law & Technology Review 18.
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Two core machine learning tasks
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when “correct” values are possible
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when “correct” values are less possible

Reinforcement learning is a further type, but we won’t go into that here as it has very few deployed uses.
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Where knowledge-generation is invasive
where is it created?
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(re)CAPTCHA:
“Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart”
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Compouding the issue: The rise of model trading

Data protection has long (and in theory) limited the wholesale trade of
personal data: under the GDPR, moreso.
‣ Companies move to trading models rather than data.
‣ Packaged models vs API access
‣ Supported by specialised hardware and edge computing [e.g. CoreML]
‣

For an extended account, see Michael Veale, Reuben Binns and Lilian Edwards (forthcoming) Algorithms that Remember: Model Inversion
Attacks and Data Protection Law. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A.
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Article 13
Information to be provided
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collected from the data
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x
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Data subject

Strong transparency
around provenance

Data controller 1
Data controller 2
Weak transparency
around provenance

Data controller 3
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On 25th May
£10 fee
No obligation to request by snail mail
Can receive electronically in “commonly used format”
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Applies to data
What about systems?
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Veale, Binns and Edwards (forthcoming) Algorithms that Remember: Model Inversion Attacks and Data Protection Law
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Extraterritorial Escapades ⚖ 🌍

🌏

🌎

⚖

EU data protection law is the strongest, and has severe extraterritorial
effects: arguably the Brussels Effect on steroids (albeit enforcement Qs)
‣ Many countries (e.g. the US) lack an omnibus governance framework for
data (although global data privacy laws are more numerous by the
month* and there is promise in the modernised Council of Europe
Convention 108)
‣ Despite this, common types of corporate surveillance and data
processing legally permitted in many jurisdictions would be illegal in
Europe and some other areas.
‣

*See the body of work in the area by Graham Greenleaf (available on SSRN).
See also, somewhat surprisingly, the California Consumer Privacy Act 2018.
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‘Credence’ attributes

McCluskey, J., 2000. A game theoretic approach to organic foods: An analysis of asymmetric information and policy.
Agricultural and Resource Economics Review, 29(1), pp.1–9.
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Stop algorithms at the border?

‣
‣

‣

Can we stop unethical algorithms?
Other than the challenge of knowing which they are (to follow), legal
barriers.
Repeated WTO cases (e.g. Dolphin Tuna, Shrimp and Turtle) which see
considering credence attributes as a form of protectionism. Not directly
appliable but similar concerns with privacy and GATS on services.
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Certification for privacy: certify the organisation?

‣

‣

‣

Turbulent history of privacy certification
and seals in international data privacy
law: applied to organisations, not
datasets.
Long thought inadequate by scholars,
Safe Harbour struck down by CJEU.
Self-certification with audit.

🏢
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Article 42
Certification
1. The Member States, the supervisory authorities, the Board and the Commission
shall encourage, in particular at Union level, the establishment of data protection
certification mechanisms and of data protection seals and marks, for the purpose
of demonstrating compliance with this Regulation of processing operations by
controllers and processors.
[…]
4. A certification pursuant to this Article does not reduce the responsibility of the
controller or the processor for compliance with this Regulation […]
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Certification for machine learning: certify the model?

‣

‣

Datasets: can watermark and register
them, also difficult to hide the source of
high dimensional data. Need a ledger and
infrastructure, but if the logic is that ‘only
certified data can be used’, possible.
Models: Harder, as transfer learning and
ever changing systems.
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Provenance-y tools for models rather than data
‣

‣

‣

‘Which data were used to train this model’: possibility to verify using
membership inference attacks.
Normal toolkit of e.g. hashing possible for single models, but becomes
harder when transfer learning is involved
A wide array of sophisticated approaches to covertly integrate insights
from unethical data into models could be envisaged, such as the use of
synthetic data.
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Certification for machine learning: certify markets?
‣

‣

‣

‣

Closer to chain of custody certification in
commodities.
Can mandate record keeping, transmission of
meta-data with certain models.
Requirement for e.g. cheaper business
insurance.
Not applying substantive requirements on
distant jurisdictions but encouraging
transparency, responsible practices, risk
management, indirectly.

🏦
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Governance challenges for ML credence certification
‣

‣

‣

Certification does not work in a legal vacuum, yet many countries have an
effective privacy vacuum, even if on the statute books.
Who is the consumer? B2B for business risk, but where will pressure
come from.
Technological aspects of ML systems differ from commodities:
‣ Can augment, change them, trade them on.
‣ Can copy them, access them remotely, deliver as good or service
‣ Easy to train, and data/labelling can be cheap, while even DPAs cannot
enforce existing law.
@mikarv

Concluding remarks
‣
‣

‣

‣

Certification and standards has been a large topic in governance
Often focussed on certain social and environmental issues, or technical
standards.
ML brings new challenges from new areas of regulation, but also new
technological quirks that may help or hinder these areas.
Thinking about ‘how certification might work’ in this area highlights the
challenges posed by features of the technologies and issues itself to the
necessary form of (even potentially) effective governance.
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questions?
tweet tweet: @mikarv
papers on algorithmic explanations,
empirical work on public sector ML, and more!
http://michae.lv For early draft of this paper,
e: m.veale@ucl.ac.uk

